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this interdisciplinary overview integrates a variety of perspectives on the
process and interpretation of faces as a major source of verbal and nonverbal
communication written by authors from social experimental and cognitive
psychology as well as from the dental sciences social and applied aspects of
perceiving faces covers topics including normal variation in facial appearance
and facial anomalies exploring the practical aspects of atmospheric optical
communication and light detection and ranging lidar applied aspects of optical
communication and lidar details the role of atmospheric structures in
propagation phenomena that influence the transmission of optical signals
through perturbed atmospheric communication channels it examines numerous
situations in over the terrain atmospheric communication channels including the
effects of natural phenomena and the corresponding features turbulences and
hydrometeors on optical ray propagation bridging the gap between the parameters
of optical communication links and signal information data streams this concise
reference addresses line of sight los as well as obstructive non line of sight
nlos propagation conditions it also details the main characteristics of optical
communication channels introduces the quasi regular gaseous atmosphere
describes numerous situations in the atmospheric communication channel explains
the main characteristics of optical communication channels complete with
parameters for information data streams the text also provides time saving
suggestions for determining which optical devices will work best for minimizing
the deleterious effects of natural atmospheric phenomena whether you re a
researcher an engineer or student this book provides you with the practical
understanding required to use lidar to investigate all forms of atmospheric
phenomena and to learn how to accurately predict primary parameters of
atmospheric optical channels this volume is a compilation of significant papers
by leading scientists exploring exciting frontiers of physics it presents the
latest results in well defined fields as well as fields represented by the
interfaces between mainstream sciences g t hooft is the 1999 nobel laureate in
physics and a richter is the stern gerlach prize recipient of 2000 proceedings
of the xviii international scientific and practical conference a complete
reference for the 21st century until recently much of the communications
technology in the former eastern bloc countries was largely unknown due to the
historically competitive nature of east west relations scientific groups
operated independently without the benefit of open communication on theoretical
frameworks and experimental technologies as these countries have begun to
bridge the gap and work in a more cooperative environment the need has grown
for a comprehensive guide which assimilates all the information in this vast
knowledge bank ionosphere and applied aspects of radio communication and radar
meets the demand for an updated reference on this continually evolving global
technology this book examines the changes that have occurred in the past two or
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three decades it thoroughly reviews ionospheric radio propagation over horizon
and above horizon radars and miniature ionospheric stations used for
investigating nonregular phenomena occurring in the ionosphere in addition it
also comprehensively discusses land satellite and satellite satellite
communications this volume also reviews an area that has been all but ignored
in previous works the effects of plasma irregularities on radio waves
propagation through the inhomogeneous ionosphere here a heavy focus is placed
on the effects of these irregular phenomena and due to the recent wireless
revolution more attention than ever has been aimed on improving the efficiency
of land satellite and satellite satellite communication networks which are
fully addressed included are transport processes and photochemistry reactions
occurring in the regular homogeneous ionosphere nonlinear phenomena occurring
in the irregular ionosphere instabilities in the inhomogeneous disturbed
ionosphere various ambient natural and artificial sources and corresponding
plasma irregularities written by two leading scientists this book will be an
invaluable guide to anyone working in this ever changing field the field of
chemically modified particle surfaces has seen many significant developments
this text covers analytical and synthetic techniques for the development and
understanding of these surfaces encompassing subjects including self assembled
monolayers scanning probe microscopies combinatorial synthetic techniques
plasma polymerizations and molecular modelling of modified surfaces the book
provides a snap shot of concepts and tools science is essentially a descriptive
and experimental device it observes nature constructs hypotheses plans
experiments and proposes theories the theory is never contemplated as the final
truth but remains ever subject to modifications changes and rejections the
science of allelopathy in a similar way has emerged and exists on a similar
footing our endeavour should be to keep it fresh and innovative with addition
of newer in formation and concepts with the rejection of older ideas and
antiquated techniques during the past few decades encouraging results have been
obtained in various aspects of allelopathic researches however in addition to
continuing efforts in all these directions constant attempts are to be made to
describe the mechanics of allelopathic activity in molecular terms and to
discover ways and means to exploit it for the welfare of mankind we feel that
multidisciplinary efforts are the only tool to achieve this goal it is the hope
of the editors that this book will serve as a document which identifies an
integrated approach through which research both to understand and exploit
allelopathy can be conducted the present volume arose out of an attempt to
bring together eminent scientists in allelopathy to describe their work of a
highly diverse nature under one title this book explores the journey of
biotechnology searching for new avenues and noting the impressive
accomplishments to date it has harmonious blend of facts applications and new
ideas fast paced biotechnologies are broadly applied and are being continuously
explored in areas like the environmental industrial agricultural and medical
sciences the sequencing of the human genome has opened new therapeutic
opportunities and enriched the field of medical biotechnology while analysis of
biomolecules using proteomics and microarray technologies along with the
simultaneous discovery and development of new modes of detection are paving the
way for ever faster and more reliable diagnostic methods life saving bio
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pharmaceuticals are being churned out at an amazing rate and the unraveling of
biological processes has facilitated drug designing and discovery processes
advances in regenerative medical technologies stem cell therapy tissue
engineering and gene therapy look extremely promising transcending the
limitations of all existing fields and opening new dimensions for
characterizing and combating diseases it involves theories from various fields
and imbibes the findings in them as from the field of psychology philosophy of
language technology sociology and so on with such an inter disciplinary
orientation language teaching consists of first language learning theories
second language learning theories language teaching methods a sub part of which
is language planning and teaching tasks language testing and variables in
language learning this entails looking up different books on the various
subjects which is not an easy proposition this book presents the topic
comprehensively in one place saving in terms of time and effort which can be
put to more constructive use discuss the various aspects of language teaching
and the theories examples and illustrations and how their applied form
influences the theory the chapters are classified as language learning theories
language teaching methods language planning and materials production language
teaching tasks testing programmed instruction and ca ea and variables in
language learning wine is one of the oldest forms of alcoholic beverages known
to man estimates date its origins back to 6000 b c ever since it has occupied a
significant role in our lives be it for consumption social virtues therapeutic
value its flavoring in foods etc a study of wine production and the technology
of winemaking is thus imperative the preparation of wine involves steps from
harvesting the grapes fermenting the must maturing the wine stabilizing it
finally to getting the bottled wine to consumers the variety of cultivars
methods of production and style of wine along with presentation and consumption
pattern add to the complexity of winemaking in the past couple of decades there
have been major technological advances in wine production in the areas of
cultivation of grapes biochemistry and methods of production of different types
of wines usage of analytical techniques has enabled us to produce higher
quality wine the technological inputs of a table wine dessert wine or sparkling
wine are different and has significance to the consumer the role played by the
killer yeast recombinant dna technology application of enzyme technology and
new analytical methods of wine evaluation all call for a comprehensive review
of the advances made this comprehensive volume provides a holistic view of the
basics and applied aspects of wine production and technology the book comprises
production steps dotted with the latest trends or the innovations in the fields
it draws upon the expertise of leading researchers in the wine making worldwide
ten papers from an april 1990 regional conference on industrial design theory
at wright patterson air force base ohio focus on computer aided design a second
volume see following entry contains theoretical papers reproduced from the
authors copies the line drawings are clear enough but many the last two decades
of the twentieth century have witnessed advances in our knowledge of the
biological processes which result in hearing these have come about from the
application of contemporary molecular biological physiology and imaging
techniques in combination with discoveries in the domain of hearing this volume
presents these pivotal developments and their applications to the understanding
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of normal and abnormal hearing in humans information that is essential to the
ability of both scientists and clinicians to further their understanding and
treatment of hearing disorders this volume offers an overview of the state of
the art theoretical and practical approaches currently used for geophysical
data interpretation it includes new methods and techniques for solving data
processing problems and an analysis of geopotential fields by international
researchers it discusses topics such as 1 theoretical issues of interpretation
of gravitational magnetic and electric fields including general methods of
interpreting potential fields and other geophysical data 2 modern algorithms
and computer technologies for interpretating geophysical fields 3 the study of
earth deep structure using terrestrial and satellite potential field anomalies
4 geological interpretation of gravitational magnetic and electric fields this
proceedings book is of interest to all geophysical researchers the advent of
modern biological techniques such as hybridoma technology recombinant dna
techniques and viral transformation of cells has made the continuous production
of a wide variety of biologicals possible using animal cells the use of such
products is well established in many diagnostic and increasingly therapeutic
applications the u s market for antibodies for example has been projected to
increase from a 1991 level of us 0 33 billion to 1998 level of us 3 8 billion
total sales of such products in 1992 was us 4 2 billion the increasing
application of this technology depends on increasing the efficiency of
production and bioseparation and addressing various safety issues this book
examines the fundamental and applied aspects of animal cell cultivation almost
thirty years ago the author began his studies in colloid chemistry at the
laboratory of professor ryohei matuura of kyushu university his graduate thesis
was on the elimination of radioactive species from aqueous solution by foam
fractionation he has except for a few years of absence been at the university
ever since and many students have contributed to his subsequent work on micelle
formation and related phenomena nearly sixty papers have been published thus
far recently in search of a new orientation he decided to assemble his findings
and publish them in book form for review and critique in addition his use of
the mass action model of micelle has received much criticism especially since
the introduction of the phase separation model many recent reports have
postulated a role for laplace pressure in micellization although such a
hypothesis would provide an easy explanation for micelle formation it neglects
the fact that an interfacial tension exists between two macroscopic phases the
present book cautions against too ready an acceptance of the phase separation
model of micelle formation most references cited in this book are studies
introduced in small group meetings of colloid chemists the participants at
which included professors m saito m manabe s kaneshina s miyagishi a yamauchi h
akisada h matuo m sakai and drs o shibata n nishikido and y murata to whom the
author wishes to express his gratitude for useful discussions currently the
major challenge of humanity is focused on population growth through
agricultural production in order to meet the demand for food the food crunch is
mainly due to pest and disease traditional methods synthetic insecticides and
microbicides cause health hazards to human beings domestic animals and also
affect our immediate environments serious concerns were implemented by both
developing and developed countries as integrated pest management ipm and bio
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intensive integrated pest management bipm systems where biopesticides play an
important role worldwide the available books are limited to particular aspects
of biopesticides hence it is imperative to bring out a holistic documentation
which will provide the reader information on all aspects of biopesticides the
book consists of five sections namely microbials botanicals natural enemies
semio chemicals and biotechnology and equipments bioinformatics tools and ipm
in section i microbial deals with utilization of bacillus in control of
phytonematodes biological control of pest and diseases with fluorescent
pseudomonads entomopathogenic fungus and entomopathogenic nematodes in pest
management microbial viral insecticides and microbial elicitors to induce
immunity for plant disease control in chilli and tomato importance of plant
essential oils botanicals in endocrine disruption relevance of botanicals and
use of plant volatile on pest management has been discussed in section ii
importance and role of reduviidae weaver ants ground beetles odonatas spiders
in biological control has been discussed in section iii in addition genetic
improvement of biocontrol agents for sustainable pest management has also been
highlighted in section iv classical practices and pheromone kairomonal
enhancement to natural enemies and use of transgenic plants in insect control
are highlighted equipment and their application methodologies for application
of biopesticides relevance of bioinformatics in biopesticides management pest
management of soybean bio fouling and eco friendly antifoulants have been
highlighted in section v each chapter has objectives and conclusion along with
recommendations written by international experts this publication provides the
reader with the present knowledge and future research directions of diagnostic
and therapeutic ultrasound and spectroscopy focused topics include duplex
ultrasound transcranial color duplex mra guided doppler ultrasonography and
near infrared spectroscopy new directions in the use and application of
transcranial and color duplex ultrasound are provided as well as the use of
ultrasound and arterial stiffness for measuring human vascular health and
circulatory control novel use of ultrasound for the detection of intra cardiac
and intra pulmonary shunts is also described along with its utility for the
assessment of gastric regulation and emptying photosynthesis is one of the most
important reactions on earth and it is a scientific field that is intrinsically
interdisciplinary with many research groups examining it this book is aimed at
providing applied aspects of photosynthesis different research groups have
collected their valuable results from the study of this interesting process in
this book there are two sections fundamental and applied aspects all sections
have been written by experts in their fields the book chapters present
different and new subjects from photosynthetic inhibitors to interaction
between flowering initiation and photosynthesis this is one of two volumes that
sets forth invited papers presented at the international indian statistical
association conference this volume emphasizes advancements in methodology and
applications of probability and statistics the chapters representing the ideas
of vanguard researchers on the topic present several different subspecialties
including applied probability models and applications estimation and testing
robust inference regression and design and sample size methodology the text
also fully describes the applications of these new ideas to industry ecology
biology health economics and management researchers and graduate students in
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mathematical analysis as well as probability and statistics professionals in
industry will learn much from this volume this volume chronicles the
proceedings of the third symposium on metallized plastics fundamental and
applied aspects held under the auspices of the dielectric science and
technology division of the electrochemical society in phoenix arizona october
13 18 1991 this series of symposia to address the subject of metallized
plastics was initiated in 1988 and the premier symposium was held in chicago
october 10 12 1988 followed by the second event in montreal canada may 7 10
1990 the rroceedings of these two symposia have been properly documented 2 the
third symposium was a huge success like the previous two events and all this is
testimonial to the brisk interest and high tempo of r d activity in the fie14
of metallized plastics this further bolsters our earlier thinking that there
was a conspicuous need to hold symposia on this topic on a regular basis and
the fourth is planned for may 16 21 1993 in honolulu hawaii the study of
metallized plastics constitutes an important human endeavor l and as pointed
out earlier there are myriad applications of metallized plastics ranging from
very commonplace to exotic also a survey of the recent literature will reveal
that both the fundamental and applied aspects of metallized plastics are being
pursued with great vigor stable radicals molecules with odd electrons which are
sufficiently long lived to be studied or isolated using conventional techniques
have enjoyed a long history and are of current interest for a broad array of
fundamental and applied reasons for example to study and drive novel chemical
reactions in the development of rechargeable batteries or the study of free
radical reactions in the body in stable radicals fundamentals and applied
aspects of odd electron compounds a team of international experts provide a
broad based overview of stable radicals from the fundamental aspects of
specific classes of stable neutral radicals to their wide range of applications
including synthesis materials science and chemical biology topics covered
include triphenylmethyl and related radicals polychlorinated triphenylmethyl
radicals towards multifunctional molecular materials phenalenyls
cyclopentadienyls and other carbon centered radicals the nitrogen oxides
persistent radicals and van der waals complex dimers nitroxide radicals
properties synthesis and applications the only stable organic sigma radicals di
tert alkyliminoxyls delocalized radicals containing the hydrazyl r2n nr unit
metal coordinated phenoxyl radicals stable radicals containing the thiazyl unit
synthesis chemical and materials properties stable radicals of the heavy p
block elements application of stable radicals as mediators in living radical
polymerization nitroxide catalyzed alcohol oxidations in organic synthesis
metal nitroxide complexes synthesis and magneto structural correlations
rechargeable batteries using robust but redox active organic radicals spin
labeling a modern perspective functional in vivo epr spectroscopy and imaging
using nitroxides and trityl radicals biologically relevant chemistry of
nitroxides stable free radicals fundamentals and applied aspects of odd
electron compounds is an essential guide to this fascinating area of chemistry
for researchers and students working in organic and physical chemistry and
materials science this volume documents the proceedings of the 7th symposium on
metallized plastics fundamental and applied aspects held in newark new jersey
december 2 3 1999 this volume contains a total of 16 papers which were all
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rigorously peer reviewed and suitably revised before inclusion the book is
divided into two parts metallization techniques and properties of metal
deposits and interfacial and adhesion aspects the topics covered include
various metallization techniques for a variety of plastics including some novel
developments involving suitable plastic pretreatments modification of polymers
by plasma and ion assisted reactions metal doped plasma polymer films metal
polyimide nanocomposite films investigation of metal polymer interactions by a
variety of techniques ways to improve adhesion of metal polymer systems
modeling of metal polymer interfaces application of surface analytical
techniques in the arena of metallized plastics and ultrathin films on metal
surfaces this volume offers a wealth of information and represents current
commentary on the r d activity taking place in the technologically highly
important field of metallized plastics and is of value and interest to anyone
interested in the fundamental or applied aspects of metallized plastics the
present volume comprises aspects of both basic and applied limnology they
include works on physical chemical and biological limnology as well as
experimental approaches in selected areas contributions from investigators
regarding aquatic conservation and biodiversity were specifically not available
and therefore these aspects are considered in various included works most
manuscripts deal with lentic aquatic resources this is not surprising since
mexican limnology followed the general study trend of that from temperate
limnology despite this we must emphasize that lotic resources in mexico are
quite important both locally and regionally this does not mean that rivers are
not under limnological research in mexico just that their study has only
recently begun it is the intention of the volume to stimulate a larger section
of limnologists to further research in this field it is to be hoped that policy
framing governmental authorities in mexico will benefit from it and consider
some of the aspects described so that further damage to the epicontinental
waterbodies can be halted and remedial measures can be considered in the future
this volume chronicles the proceedings of the symposium on metallized plastics
fundamental and applied aspects held under the auspices of the dielectrics and
insulation division of the electrochemical society in chicago october 10 12
1988 this was the premier symposium on this topic and if the comments from the
attendees are any barometer of the success of a symposium then it was a grand
success concomitantly it has been decided to hold it on a regular basis at
intervals of 18 months and the second event in this series is planned as a part
of the electrochemical society meeting in montreal canada may 6 10 1990
metallized plastics find a legion of applications ranging from mundane to very
sophisticated a complete catalog of the various technological applications of
metallized plastics will be prohibitively long so here some eclectic examples
should suffice to show why there is such high tempo of r d activity in the
arena of metallized plastics and all signals indicate that this high tempo will
continue unabated for example polymeric films are metallized for packaging food
and other products purposes and the applications of metallized plastics in the
automotive industry are quite obvious in the field of microelectronics and
computer technology insulators are metallized for interconnection and other
functional purposes also plastics are metallized to provide electromagnetic
shielding this is one of two volumes that sets forth invited papers presented
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at the international indian statistical association conference this volume
emphasizes advancements in methodology and applications of probability and
statistics the chapters representing the ideas of vanguard researchers on the
topic present several different subspecialties including applied probability
models and applications estimation and testing robust inference regression and
design and sample size methodology the text also fully describes the
applications of these new ideas to industry ecology biology health economics
and management researchers and graduate students in mathematical analysis as
well as probability and statistics professionals in industry will learn much
from this volume since the catalysis society of india was formed in 1973 it has
grown into a vibrant and active professional body serving the indian catalysis
community and acts as a professional link between them and the rest of the
world the silver jubilee symposium of the csi the thirteenth in a successful
series of national symposia brought together all those devoted to various
aspects of this fascinating interdisciplinary field of catalysis more than 400
delegates from around the country attended and there was considerable
international participation the scientific programme of the symposium covered
different aspects of catalysis processes based on catalysis and novel catalysis
materials for various applications this volume comprises two eminent scientist
award lectures six plenary lectures five invited papers and 111 contributed
papers which were critically selected from an impressive response to the call
for papers from reviews of previous volumes this volume continues the valuable
service that has been rendered by the modern aspects series journal of
electroanalytical chemistry extremely well referenced and very readable
maintains the overall high standards of the series journal of the american
chemical society this concise volume presents key concepts and entries from the
twelve volume ica international encyclopedia of communication 2008 condensing
leading scholarship into a practical and valuable single volume based on the
definitive twelve volume iec this new concise edition presents key concepts and
the most relevant headwords of communication science in an a z format in an up
to date manner jointly published with the international communication
association ica the leading academic association of the discipline in the world
represents the best and most up to date international research in this dynamic
and interdisciplinary field contributions come from hundreds of authors who
represent excellence in their respective fields an affordable volume available
in print or online this book defines the notion of applied sign linguistics by
drawing on data from projects that have explored sign language in action in
various domains the book gives professionals working with sign languages signed
language teachers and students research students and their supervisors
authoritative access to current ideas and practice seven years ago manfred
pienemann proposed a novel psycholinguistic theory of language development
processability theory pt this volume examines the typological plausibility of
pt focusing on the acquisition of arabic chinese and japanese the authors
demonstrate the capacity of pt to make detailed and verifiable predictions
about the developmental schedule for each language this cross linguistic
perspective is also applied to the study of l1 transfer by comparing the impact
of processability and typological proximity the typological perspective is
extended by including a comparison of different types of language acquisition
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the architecture of pt is expanded by the addition of a second set of
principles that contributes to the formal modeling of levels of processability
namely the mapping of argument structure onto functional structure in lexical
mapping theory this step yields the inclusion of a range of additional
phenomena in the processability hierarchy thus widening the scope of pt human
factors and ergonomics have made considerable contributions to the research
design development operation and analysis of transportation systems and their
complementary infrastructure this volume focuses on the causations of road
accidents the function and design of roads and signs the design of automobiles
and the training of the driver it covers accident analyses air traffic control
control rooms intelligent transportation systems and new systems and
technologies this book contains the majority of the presentations of the second
international symposium on the biology of root formation and development that
was hcld in jerusa lem israel june 23 28 1996 following the first symposium on
the biology of adventi tious root formation held in dallas usa 1993 we
perceived the need to include all kinds of roots not only the shoot borne ones
the endogenous signals that control root formation and the subsequent growth
and development processes are very much alike re gardless of the sites and
sources of origin of the roots therefore we included in the sec ond symposium
contributions on both shoot borne i e adventitious roots and root borne i e
lateral roots plant roots have remained an exciting and an intriguing field of
sciencc during thc years that followed the first symposium an exceptional
proliferation of interest in root biology has developed associated with the
intensive research activity in this field and the contemporary developments in
the understanding of root function and development new methods have been
applied and old ideas and interprctations werc rccxamined alto gether it became
necessary to update our viewpoints and to expand them this edited survey book
consists of 20 chapters showing application of clifford algebra in quantum
mechanics field theory spinor calculations projective geometry hypercomplex
algebra function theory and crystallography many examples of computations
performed with a variety of readily available software programs are presented
in detail this volume the 8th in the transactions on aspect oriented software
development series contains two regular submissions and a special section
consisting of five papers on the industrial applications of aspect technology
the regular papers describe a framework for constructing aspect weavers and
patterns for reusable aspects the special section begins with an invited
contribution on how aspectj is making its way from an exciting new hype topic
to a valuable technology in enterprise computing the remaining four papers each
cover different industrial applications of aspect technology which include a
telecommunication platform a framework for embedding user assistance in
independently developed applications a platform for digital publishing and a
framework for program code analysis and manipulation this insightful volume
presents important new findings about parenting and parent child relationships
in ethnic and racial minority immigrant families prominent scholars in diverse
fields focus on families from a wide range of ethnicities settling in canada
china israel italy the netherlands and the united states each chapter discusses
parenting and parent child relationships in a broader cultural context
presenting within group and cross cultural data that provide readers with a
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rich understanding of parental values beliefs and practices that influence
children s developmental outcomes in a new country for example topics of
investigation include cultural variation in the role of fathers parenting of
young children across cultures the socialization of academic and emotional
development as well as the interrelationships among stress acculturation
processes and parent child relationship dynamics this timely reference explores
immigration and families from a global multidisciplinary perspective focuses on
immigrant children and youth in the family context challenges long held
assumptions about parenting and immigrant families bridges the knowledge gap
between immigrant and non immigrant family studies describes innovative
methodologies for studying immigrant family relationships and establishes the
relevance of these data to the wider family literature parental roles and
relationships in immigrant families is not only useful to researchers and to
family therapists and social workers attending to immigrant families but also
highly informative for persons interested in shaping immigration policy at the
local national and global levels anatomy and morphology ecology and
distribution chemotaxonomy analysis and composition production and application
plant systematic index chemical index



Social and Applied Aspects of Perceiving Faces
2013-05-13
this interdisciplinary overview integrates a variety of perspectives on the
process and interpretation of faces as a major source of verbal and nonverbal
communication written by authors from social experimental and cognitive
psychology as well as from the dental sciences social and applied aspects of
perceiving faces covers topics including normal variation in facial appearance
and facial anomalies

Applied Aspects of Optical Communication and LIDAR
2009-12-28
exploring the practical aspects of atmospheric optical communication and light
detection and ranging lidar applied aspects of optical communication and lidar
details the role of atmospheric structures in propagation phenomena that
influence the transmission of optical signals through perturbed atmospheric
communication channels it examines numerous situations in over the terrain
atmospheric communication channels including the effects of natural phenomena
and the corresponding features turbulences and hydrometeors on optical ray
propagation bridging the gap between the parameters of optical communication
links and signal information data streams this concise reference addresses line
of sight los as well as obstructive non line of sight nlos propagation
conditions it also details the main characteristics of optical communication
channels introduces the quasi regular gaseous atmosphere describes numerous
situations in the atmospheric communication channel explains the main
characteristics of optical communication channels complete with parameters for
information data streams the text also provides time saving suggestions for
determining which optical devices will work best for minimizing the deleterious
effects of natural atmospheric phenomena whether you re a researcher an
engineer or student this book provides you with the practical understanding
required to use lidar to investigate all forms of atmospheric phenomena and to
learn how to accurately predict primary parameters of atmospheric optical
channels

Fundamental and Applied Aspects of Modern Physics
2001
this volume is a compilation of significant papers by leading scientists
exploring exciting frontiers of physics it presents the latest results in well
defined fields as well as fields represented by the interfaces between
mainstream sciences g t hooft is the 1999 nobel laureate in physics and a
richter is the stern gerlach prize recipient of 2000



Theoretical and applied aspects of the development of
science 2023-05-09
proceedings of the xviii international scientific and practical conference

Ionosphere and Applied Aspects of Radio Communication
and Radar 2008-05-13
a complete reference for the 21st century until recently much of the
communications technology in the former eastern bloc countries was largely
unknown due to the historically competitive nature of east west relations
scientific groups operated independently without the benefit of open
communication on theoretical frameworks and experimental technologies as these
countries have begun to bridge the gap and work in a more cooperative
environment the need has grown for a comprehensive guide which assimilates all
the information in this vast knowledge bank ionosphere and applied aspects of
radio communication and radar meets the demand for an updated reference on this
continually evolving global technology this book examines the changes that have
occurred in the past two or three decades it thoroughly reviews ionospheric
radio propagation over horizon and above horizon radars and miniature
ionospheric stations used for investigating nonregular phenomena occurring in
the ionosphere in addition it also comprehensively discusses land satellite and
satellite satellite communications this volume also reviews an area that has
been all but ignored in previous works the effects of plasma irregularities on
radio waves propagation through the inhomogeneous ionosphere here a heavy focus
is placed on the effects of these irregular phenomena and due to the recent
wireless revolution more attention than ever has been aimed on improving the
efficiency of land satellite and satellite satellite communication networks
which are fully addressed included are transport processes and photochemistry
reactions occurring in the regular homogeneous ionosphere nonlinear phenomena
occurring in the irregular ionosphere instabilities in the inhomogeneous
disturbed ionosphere various ambient natural and artificial sources and
corresponding plasma irregularities written by two leading scientists this book
will be an invaluable guide to anyone working in this ever changing field

Performance in Theatre and Everyday Life: Cognitive,
Neuronal, and Applied Aspects of Acting 2021-09-30
the field of chemically modified particle surfaces has seen many significant
developments this text covers analytical and synthetic techniques for the
development and understanding of these surfaces encompassing subjects including
self assembled monolayers scanning probe microscopies combinatorial synthetic
techniques plasma polymerizations and molecular modelling of modified surfaces
the book provides a snap shot of concepts and tools



Applied Aspects of Ultrasonography in Humans 2012
science is essentially a descriptive and experimental device it observes nature
constructs hypotheses plans experiments and proposes theories the theory is
never contemplated as the final truth but remains ever subject to modifications
changes and rejections the science of allelopathy in a similar way has emerged
and exists on a similar footing our endeavour should be to keep it fresh and
innovative with addition of newer in formation and concepts with the rejection
of older ideas and antiquated techniques during the past few decades
encouraging results have been obtained in various aspects of allelopathic
researches however in addition to continuing efforts in all these directions
constant attempts are to be made to describe the mechanics of allelopathic
activity in molecular terms and to discover ways and means to exploit it for
the welfare of mankind we feel that multidisciplinary efforts are the only tool
to achieve this goal it is the hope of the editors that this book will serve as
a document which identifies an integrated approach through which research both
to understand and exploit allelopathy can be conducted the present volume arose
out of an attempt to bring together eminent scientists in allelopathy to
describe their work of a highly diverse nature under one title

Fundamental and Applied Aspects of Chemically
Modified Surfaces 1999-01-01
this book explores the journey of biotechnology searching for new avenues and
noting the impressive accomplishments to date it has harmonious blend of facts
applications and new ideas fast paced biotechnologies are broadly applied and
are being continuously explored in areas like the environmental industrial
agricultural and medical sciences the sequencing of the human genome has opened
new therapeutic opportunities and enriched the field of medical biotechnology
while analysis of biomolecules using proteomics and microarray technologies
along with the simultaneous discovery and development of new modes of detection
are paving the way for ever faster and more reliable diagnostic methods life
saving bio pharmaceuticals are being churned out at an amazing rate and the
unraveling of biological processes has facilitated drug designing and discovery
processes advances in regenerative medical technologies stem cell therapy
tissue engineering and gene therapy look extremely promising transcending the
limitations of all existing fields and opening new dimensions for
characterizing and combating diseases

Allelopathy 1992-02-29
it involves theories from various fields and imbibes the findings in them as
from the field of psychology philosophy of language technology sociology and so
on with such an inter disciplinary orientation language teaching consists of
first language learning theories second language learning theories language
teaching methods a sub part of which is language planning and teaching tasks



language testing and variables in language learning this entails looking up
different books on the various subjects which is not an easy proposition this
book presents the topic comprehensively in one place saving in terms of time
and effort which can be put to more constructive use discuss the various
aspects of language teaching and the theories examples and illustrations and
how their applied form influences the theory the chapters are classified as
language learning theories language teaching methods language planning and
materials production language teaching tasks testing programmed instruction and
ca ea and variables in language learning

Basic and Applied Aspects of Biotechnology 2018-04-22
wine is one of the oldest forms of alcoholic beverages known to man estimates
date its origins back to 6000 b c ever since it has occupied a significant role
in our lives be it for consumption social virtues therapeutic value its
flavoring in foods etc a study of wine production and the technology of
winemaking is thus imperative the preparation of wine involves steps from
harvesting the grapes fermenting the must maturing the wine stabilizing it
finally to getting the bottled wine to consumers the variety of cultivars
methods of production and style of wine along with presentation and consumption
pattern add to the complexity of winemaking in the past couple of decades there
have been major technological advances in wine production in the areas of
cultivation of grapes biochemistry and methods of production of different types
of wines usage of analytical techniques has enabled us to produce higher
quality wine the technological inputs of a table wine dessert wine or sparkling
wine are different and has significance to the consumer the role played by the
killer yeast recombinant dna technology application of enzyme technology and
new analytical methods of wine evaluation all call for a comprehensive review
of the advances made this comprehensive volume provides a holistic view of the
basics and applied aspects of wine production and technology the book comprises
production steps dotted with the latest trends or the innovations in the fields
it draws upon the expertise of leading researchers in the wine making worldwide

Aspects of Language Teaching 1992
ten papers from an april 1990 regional conference on industrial design theory
at wright patterson air force base ohio focus on computer aided design a second
volume see following entry contains theoretical papers reproduced from the
authors copies the line drawings are clear enough but many

Winemaking 2021-02-09
the last two decades of the twentieth century have witnessed advances in our
knowledge of the biological processes which result in hearing these have come
about from the application of contemporary molecular biological physiology and
imaging techniques in combination with discoveries in the domain of hearing
this volume presents these pivotal developments and their applications to the



understanding of normal and abnormal hearing in humans information that is
essential to the ability of both scientists and clinicians to further their
understanding and treatment of hearing disorders

Geometric Aspects of Industrial Design 1992-01-01
this volume offers an overview of the state of the art theoretical and
practical approaches currently used for geophysical data interpretation it
includes new methods and techniques for solving data processing problems and an
analysis of geopotential fields by international researchers it discusses
topics such as 1 theoretical issues of interpretation of gravitational magnetic
and electric fields including general methods of interpreting potential fields
and other geophysical data 2 modern algorithms and computer technologies for
interpretating geophysical fields 3 the study of earth deep structure using
terrestrial and satellite potential field anomalies 4 geological interpretation
of gravitational magnetic and electric fields this proceedings book is of
interest to all geophysical researchers

Clinical Aspects of Hearing 1996
the advent of modern biological techniques such as hybridoma technology
recombinant dna techniques and viral transformation of cells has made the
continuous production of a wide variety of biologicals possible using animal
cells the use of such products is well established in many diagnostic and
increasingly therapeutic applications the u s market for antibodies for example
has been projected to increase from a 1991 level of us 0 33 billion to 1998
level of us 3 8 billion total sales of such products in 1992 was us 4 2 billion
the increasing application of this technology depends on increasing the
efficiency of production and bioseparation and addressing various safety issues
this book examines the fundamental and applied aspects of animal cell
cultivation

Practical and Theoretical Aspects of Geological
Interpretation of Gravitational, Magnetic and
Electric Fields 2019-02-01
almost thirty years ago the author began his studies in colloid chemistry at
the laboratory of professor ryohei matuura of kyushu university his graduate
thesis was on the elimination of radioactive species from aqueous solution by
foam fractionation he has except for a few years of absence been at the
university ever since and many students have contributed to his subsequent work
on micelle formation and related phenomena nearly sixty papers have been
published thus far recently in search of a new orientation he decided to
assemble his findings and publish them in book form for review and critique in
addition his use of the mass action model of micelle has received much
criticism especially since the introduction of the phase separation model many



recent reports have postulated a role for laplace pressure in micellization
although such a hypothesis would provide an easy explanation for micelle
formation it neglects the fact that an interfacial tension exists between two
macroscopic phases the present book cautions against too ready an acceptance of
the phase separation model of micelle formation most references cited in this
book are studies introduced in small group meetings of colloid chemists the
participants at which included professors m saito m manabe s kaneshina s
miyagishi a yamauchi h akisada h matuo m sakai and drs o shibata n nishikido
and y murata to whom the author wishes to express his gratitude for useful
discussions

Fundamental and Applied Aspects of Animal Cell
Cultivation 1995
currently the major challenge of humanity is focused on population growth
through agricultural production in order to meet the demand for food the food
crunch is mainly due to pest and disease traditional methods synthetic
insecticides and microbicides cause health hazards to human beings domestic
animals and also affect our immediate environments serious concerns were
implemented by both developing and developed countries as integrated pest
management ipm and bio intensive integrated pest management bipm systems where
biopesticides play an important role worldwide the available books are limited
to particular aspects of biopesticides hence it is imperative to bring out a
holistic documentation which will provide the reader information on all aspects
of biopesticides the book consists of five sections namely microbials
botanicals natural enemies semio chemicals and biotechnology and equipments
bioinformatics tools and ipm in section i microbial deals with utilization of
bacillus in control of phytonematodes biological control of pest and diseases
with fluorescent pseudomonads entomopathogenic fungus and entomopathogenic
nematodes in pest management microbial viral insecticides and microbial
elicitors to induce immunity for plant disease control in chilli and tomato
importance of plant essential oils botanicals in endocrine disruption relevance
of botanicals and use of plant volatile on pest management has been discussed
in section ii importance and role of reduviidae weaver ants ground beetles
odonatas spiders in biological control has been discussed in section iii in
addition genetic improvement of biocontrol agents for sustainable pest
management has also been highlighted in section iv classical practices and
pheromone kairomonal enhancement to natural enemies and use of transgenic
plants in insect control are highlighted equipment and their application
methodologies for application of biopesticides relevance of bioinformatics in
biopesticides management pest management of soybean bio fouling and eco
friendly antifoulants have been highlighted in section v each chapter has
objectives and conclusion along with recommendations



Micelles 2013-06-29
written by international experts this publication provides the reader with the
present knowledge and future research directions of diagnostic and therapeutic
ultrasound and spectroscopy focused topics include duplex ultrasound
transcranial color duplex mra guided doppler ultrasonography and near infrared
spectroscopy new directions in the use and application of transcranial and
color duplex ultrasound are provided as well as the use of ultrasound and
arterial stiffness for measuring human vascular health and circulatory control
novel use of ultrasound for the detection of intra cardiac and intra pulmonary
shunts is also described along with its utility for the assessment of gastric
regulation and emptying

Basic and Applied Aspects of Biopesticides 2014-07-10
photosynthesis is one of the most important reactions on earth and it is a
scientific field that is intrinsically interdisciplinary with many research
groups examining it this book is aimed at providing applied aspects of
photosynthesis different research groups have collected their valuable results
from the study of this interesting process in this book there are two sections
fundamental and applied aspects all sections have been written by experts in
their fields the book chapters present different and new subjects from
photosynthetic inhibitors to interaction between flowering initiation and
photosynthesis

Applied Aspects of Ultrasonography in Humans
2012-04-25
this is one of two volumes that sets forth invited papers presented at the
international indian statistical association conference this volume emphasizes
advancements in methodology and applications of probability and statistics the
chapters representing the ideas of vanguard researchers on the topic present
several different subspecialties including applied probability models and
applications estimation and testing robust inference regression and design and
sample size methodology the text also fully describes the applications of these
new ideas to industry ecology biology health economics and management
researchers and graduate students in mathematical analysis as well as
probability and statistics professionals in industry will learn much from this
volume

Fundamental and Applied Aspects of Nonionizing
Radiation 1975-12
this volume chronicles the proceedings of the third symposium on metallized
plastics fundamental and applied aspects held under the auspices of the
dielectric science and technology division of the electrochemical society in



phoenix arizona october 13 18 1991 this series of symposia to address the
subject of metallized plastics was initiated in 1988 and the premier symposium
was held in chicago october 10 12 1988 followed by the second event in montreal
canada may 7 10 1990 the rroceedings of these two symposia have been properly
documented 2 the third symposium was a huge success like the previous two
events and all this is testimonial to the brisk interest and high tempo of r d
activity in the fie14 of metallized plastics this further bolsters our earlier
thinking that there was a conspicuous need to hold symposia on this topic on a
regular basis and the fourth is planned for may 16 21 1993 in honolulu hawaii
the study of metallized plastics constitutes an important human endeavor l and
as pointed out earlier there are myriad applications of metallized plastics
ranging from very commonplace to exotic also a survey of the recent literature
will reveal that both the fundamental and applied aspects of metallized
plastics are being pursued with great vigor

Applied Photosynthesis 2012-03-02
stable radicals molecules with odd electrons which are sufficiently long lived
to be studied or isolated using conventional techniques have enjoyed a long
history and are of current interest for a broad array of fundamental and
applied reasons for example to study and drive novel chemical reactions in the
development of rechargeable batteries or the study of free radical reactions in
the body in stable radicals fundamentals and applied aspects of odd electron
compounds a team of international experts provide a broad based overview of
stable radicals from the fundamental aspects of specific classes of stable
neutral radicals to their wide range of applications including synthesis
materials science and chemical biology topics covered include triphenylmethyl
and related radicals polychlorinated triphenylmethyl radicals towards
multifunctional molecular materials phenalenyls cyclopentadienyls and other
carbon centered radicals the nitrogen oxides persistent radicals and van der
waals complex dimers nitroxide radicals properties synthesis and applications
the only stable organic sigma radicals di tert alkyliminoxyls delocalized
radicals containing the hydrazyl r2n nr unit metal coordinated phenoxyl
radicals stable radicals containing the thiazyl unit synthesis chemical and
materials properties stable radicals of the heavy p block elements application
of stable radicals as mediators in living radical polymerization nitroxide
catalyzed alcohol oxidations in organic synthesis metal nitroxide complexes
synthesis and magneto structural correlations rechargeable batteries using
robust but redox active organic radicals spin labeling a modern perspective
functional in vivo epr spectroscopy and imaging using nitroxides and trityl
radicals biologically relevant chemistry of nitroxides stable free radicals
fundamentals and applied aspects of odd electron compounds is an essential
guide to this fascinating area of chemistry for researchers and students
working in organic and physical chemistry and materials science



Advances on Methodological and Applied Aspects of
Probability and Statistics 2003-04-24
this volume documents the proceedings of the 7th symposium on metallized
plastics fundamental and applied aspects held in newark new jersey december 2 3
1999 this volume contains a total of 16 papers which were all rigorously peer
reviewed and suitably revised before inclusion the book is divided into two
parts metallization techniques and properties of metal deposits and interfacial
and adhesion aspects the topics covered include various metallization
techniques for a variety of plastics including some novel developments
involving suitable plastic pretreatments modification of polymers by plasma and
ion assisted reactions metal doped plasma polymer films metal polyimide
nanocomposite films investigation of metal polymer interactions by a variety of
techniques ways to improve adhesion of metal polymer systems modeling of metal
polymer interfaces application of surface analytical techniques in the arena of
metallized plastics and ultrathin films on metal surfaces this volume offers a
wealth of information and represents current commentary on the r d activity
taking place in the technologically highly important field of metallized
plastics and is of value and interest to anyone interested in the fundamental
or applied aspects of metallized plastics

Metallized Plastics 3 2012-12-06
the present volume comprises aspects of both basic and applied limnology they
include works on physical chemical and biological limnology as well as
experimental approaches in selected areas contributions from investigators
regarding aquatic conservation and biodiversity were specifically not available
and therefore these aspects are considered in various included works most
manuscripts deal with lentic aquatic resources this is not surprising since
mexican limnology followed the general study trend of that from temperate
limnology despite this we must emphasize that lotic resources in mexico are
quite important both locally and regionally this does not mean that rivers are
not under limnological research in mexico just that their study has only
recently begun it is the intention of the volume to stimulate a larger section
of limnologists to further research in this field it is to be hoped that policy
framing governmental authorities in mexico will benefit from it and consider
some of the aspects described so that further damage to the epicontinental
waterbodies can be halted and remedial measures can be considered in the future

Stable Radicals 2011-08-02
this volume chronicles the proceedings of the symposium on metallized plastics
fundamental and applied aspects held under the auspices of the dielectrics and
insulation division of the electrochemical society in chicago october 10 12
1988 this was the premier symposium on this topic and if the comments from the
attendees are any barometer of the success of a symposium then it was a grand



success concomitantly it has been decided to hold it on a regular basis at
intervals of 18 months and the second event in this series is planned as a part
of the electrochemical society meeting in montreal canada may 6 10 1990
metallized plastics find a legion of applications ranging from mundane to very
sophisticated a complete catalog of the various technological applications of
metallized plastics will be prohibitively long so here some eclectic examples
should suffice to show why there is such high tempo of r d activity in the
arena of metallized plastics and all signals indicate that this high tempo will
continue unabated for example polymeric films are metallized for packaging food
and other products purposes and the applications of metallized plastics in the
automotive industry are quite obvious in the field of microelectronics and
computer technology insulators are metallized for interconnection and other
functional purposes also plastics are metallized to provide electromagnetic
shielding

Metallized Plastics 7: Fundamental and Applied
Aspects 2020-04-12
this is one of two volumes that sets forth invited papers presented at the
international indian statistical association conference this volume emphasizes
advancements in methodology and applications of probability and statistics the
chapters representing the ideas of vanguard researchers on the topic present
several different subspecialties including applied probability models and
applications estimation and testing robust inference regression and design and
sample size methodology the text also fully describes the applications of these
new ideas to industry ecology biology health economics and management
researchers and graduate students in mathematical analysis as well as
probability and statistics professionals in industry will learn much from this
volume

Advances in Mexican Limnology: Basic and Applied
Aspects 2012-12-06
since the catalysis society of india was formed in 1973 it has grown into a
vibrant and active professional body serving the indian catalysis community and
acts as a professional link between them and the rest of the world the silver
jubilee symposium of the csi the thirteenth in a successful series of national
symposia brought together all those devoted to various aspects of this
fascinating interdisciplinary field of catalysis more than 400 delegates from
around the country attended and there was considerable international
participation the scientific programme of the symposium covered different
aspects of catalysis processes based on catalysis and novel catalysis materials
for various applications this volume comprises two eminent scientist award
lectures six plenary lectures five invited papers and 111 contributed papers
which were critically selected from an impressive response to the call for
papers



Metallized Plastics 1 2013-11-11
from reviews of previous volumes this volume continues the valuable service
that has been rendered by the modern aspects series journal of
electroanalytical chemistry extremely well referenced and very readable
maintains the overall high standards of the series journal of the american
chemical society

Advances on Methodological and Applied Aspects of
Probability and Statistics 2004-03-01
this concise volume presents key concepts and entries from the twelve volume
ica international encyclopedia of communication 2008 condensing leading
scholarship into a practical and valuable single volume based on the definitive
twelve volume iec this new concise edition presents key concepts and the most
relevant headwords of communication science in an a z format in an up to date
manner jointly published with the international communication association ica
the leading academic association of the discipline in the world represents the
best and most up to date international research in this dynamic and
interdisciplinary field contributions come from hundreds of authors who
represent excellence in their respective fields an affordable volume available
in print or online

Recent Advances in Basic and Applied Aspects of
Industrial Catalysis 1998-02-25
this book defines the notion of applied sign linguistics by drawing on data
from projects that have explored sign language in action in various domains the
book gives professionals working with sign languages signed language teachers
and students research students and their supervisors authoritative access to
current ideas and practice

Modern Aspects of Electrochemistry 2013-11-11
seven years ago manfred pienemann proposed a novel psycholinguistic theory of
language development processability theory pt this volume examines the
typological plausibility of pt focusing on the acquisition of arabic chinese
and japanese the authors demonstrate the capacity of pt to make detailed and
verifiable predictions about the developmental schedule for each language this
cross linguistic perspective is also applied to the study of l1 transfer by
comparing the impact of processability and typological proximity the
typological perspective is extended by including a comparison of different
types of language acquisition the architecture of pt is expanded by the
addition of a second set of principles that contributes to the formal modeling
of levels of processability namely the mapping of argument structure onto
functional structure in lexical mapping theory this step yields the inclusion



of a range of additional phenomena in the processability hierarchy thus
widening the scope of pt

The Concise Encyclopedia of Communication 2015-02-03
human factors and ergonomics have made considerable contributions to the
research design development operation and analysis of transportation systems
and their complementary infrastructure this volume focuses on the causations of
road accidents the function and design of roads and signs the design of
automobiles and the training of the driver it covers accident analyses air
traffic control control rooms intelligent transportation systems and new
systems and technologies

Sign Language in Action 2016-01-26
this book contains the majority of the presentations of the second
international symposium on the biology of root formation and development that
was hcld in jerusa lem israel june 23 28 1996 following the first symposium on
the biology of adventi tious root formation held in dallas usa 1993 we
perceived the need to include all kinds of roots not only the shoot borne ones
the endogenous signals that control root formation and the subsequent growth
and development processes are very much alike re gardless of the sites and
sources of origin of the roots therefore we included in the sec ond symposium
contributions on both shoot borne i e adventitious roots and root borne i e
lateral roots plant roots have remained an exciting and an intriguing field of
sciencc during thc years that followed the first symposium an exceptional
proliferation of interest in root biology has developed associated with the
intensive research activity in this field and the contemporary developments in
the understanding of root function and development new methods have been
applied and old ideas and interprctations werc rccxamined alto gether it became
necessary to update our viewpoints and to expand them

Cross-linguistic Aspects of Processability Theory
2005-01-01
this edited survey book consists of 20 chapters showing application of clifford
algebra in quantum mechanics field theory spinor calculations projective
geometry hypercomplex algebra function theory and crystallography many examples
of computations performed with a variety of readily available software programs
are presented in detail

Advances in Human Aspects of Road and Rail
Transportation 2012-07-17
this volume the 8th in the transactions on aspect oriented software development
series contains two regular submissions and a special section consisting of



five papers on the industrial applications of aspect technology the regular
papers describe a framework for constructing aspect weavers and patterns for
reusable aspects the special section begins with an invited contribution on how
aspectj is making its way from an exciting new hype topic to a valuable
technology in enterprise computing the remaining four papers each cover
different industrial applications of aspect technology which include a
telecommunication platform a framework for embedding user assistance in
independently developed applications a platform for digital publishing and a
framework for program code analysis and manipulation

Biology of Root Formation and Development 2012-12-06
this insightful volume presents important new findings about parenting and
parent child relationships in ethnic and racial minority immigrant families
prominent scholars in diverse fields focus on families from a wide range of
ethnicities settling in canada china israel italy the netherlands and the
united states each chapter discusses parenting and parent child relationships
in a broader cultural context presenting within group and cross cultural data
that provide readers with a rich understanding of parental values beliefs and
practices that influence children s developmental outcomes in a new country for
example topics of investigation include cultural variation in the role of
fathers parenting of young children across cultures the socialization of
academic and emotional development as well as the interrelationships among
stress acculturation processes and parent child relationship dynamics this
timely reference explores immigration and families from a global
multidisciplinary perspective focuses on immigrant children and youth in the
family context challenges long held assumptions about parenting and immigrant
families bridges the knowledge gap between immigrant and non immigrant family
studies describes innovative methodologies for studying immigrant family
relationships and establishes the relevance of these data to the wider family
literature parental roles and relationships in immigrant families is not only
useful to researchers and to family therapists and social workers attending to
immigrant families but also highly informative for persons interested in
shaping immigration policy at the local national and global levels

Clifford Algebras with Numeric and Symbolic
Computations 2012-12-06
anatomy and morphology ecology and distribution chemotaxonomy analysis and
composition production and application plant systematic index chemical index

Fundamental and Applied Aspects of Bacterial Spores
1985



Transactions on Aspect-Oriented Software Development
VIII 2011-06-22

Parental Roles and Relationships in Immigrant
Families 2018-02-10

Aromatic Plants 1982-10-31
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